
TWITTER AND #U
Hello, Oleg. I’m a Twitter identity developer. I love helping companies create an authentic 
Twitter presence that adds value to people’s lives. This guide describes how I can help Usarium 
get its Twitter presence ready for US launch. It touches on my past work, philosophy, current 
campaigns, and finally, my suggestions for your campaign. At that point, let me know what parts 
of the strategy wont work for you so I can refine the plan to meet your needs. Here we go! :)  

CECILY MADANES



@ShukuruGirls
  The Shukuru Foundation helps girls in Tanzania pay 
for their education by teaching them how to raise 
baby chickens and sell them at local markets. I 
joined the team in late November of 2012. My work 
for them includes:

◼Curating and editing images for tweets
◼Personally thanking new followers
◼Live tweeting at fundraising events
◼Using #hashtags to join relevant conversations
◼Curating content our followers will enjoy
◼Joining our directors on weekly teleconferences
◼About five hours a month of pure tweeting

Occasionally I help Shukuru with tasks involving front 
end web development and graphic design.



A little goes a long way
  Shukuru is a great example of how a little dedicated 
support can go a long way. Even though their target 
market is not tech savvy and I was only providing several 
hours of services each month,

Followers increased over 500% in six months
@ShukuruGirls's Klout score hovers above 40
Shukuru completed several crowdfunding campaigns
@ShukuruGirls was added to six public lists, indicating 
we are a trusted source of information amongst 
followers 

-- all without paid advertising or purchased followers.

  As a young nonprofit, Shukuru has a tight budget, so I 
designed them a social media plan for incoming 
volunteers. If they were able to get this far with five 
hours a month of Twitter support, just imagine what 
they could accomplish with five hours a week.



Though each has different goals,
 they all have a personal feel

A few more accounts I’ve worked on  

Notice the name? My grandmother! New client. 1,934 
followers, Klout score 40. I’ll have it at 50 by October.

My account. 536 followers, Klout score 46.

Female hacker collective

Seattle music duo



MY TWITTER PHILOSOPHY
Many paid services allow you to buy Twitter followers and ads. Some services provide “real” 
followers, some provide automated bots. All of these are parasitic. They devalue the platform that 
supports them. They might generate impressions, but those impressions are usually negative.

Some people use Twitter for entertainment, some for information, some for socializing. No one uses 
Twitter to see advertisements. The same goes for posts and personas that feel like ads. A bad 
Twitter account can be worse for a company’s brand than no account at all. 

The best Twitter accounts talk about others more than themselves. They re-tweet relevant content, 
share interesting links, and add value to a community. They are funny, entertaining, and more like a 
person than an an organization. My rule of thumb is that for every tweet that is in any way self-
promoting, there should be at least five which promote others via links, re-tweets, or @mentions.



NEW PROJECTS
  Last week I was hired by an angel investor named Manny to 
live tweet and develop the Twitter presence for three of his 
new projects: @SFAngelGroup, @SVCrowdFundNews, and 
@TheCrowdPrince. I met Ilya at a conference where I was 
live tweeting for @SVCrowdFundNews via @mentions from 
my own account, @cecilyismyruca. 

  We are building these accounts before their products 
launch so that they can become valuable to communities 
before they need customers. That is so important. Next 
week I will begin redesigning each account. Tuesday through 
Friday I will be live tweeting from two conferences, 
HustleCon and Inman Real Estate Connect. I’ll be tweeting 
from @TheCrowdPrince, @SVCrowdFundNews, plus a new 
presence I created to amplify and personalize our content 
releases, @Crowd_Princess. 



@Crowd_Princess
Each of Manny’s accounts serves a distinct purpose so 
so each should have a distinct voice, but we would 
like them to maintain a cohesive spirit. At the same 
time, each of the accounts has a distinctly 
organizational feel. This is hard to avoid because 
they’re all centered around crowdfunding.

TheCrowdPrince is going to be a crowdfunding portal. 
It was named to describe a democratized disruptive 
force that will allow the people to crown the next 
prince of an industry. I created @Crowd_Princess as an 
individually voiced compliment to @TheCrowdPrince. 
It serves as a personalized voice to aggregated 
content posted in Manny’s other accounts while 
tweeting as I wish about interesting startups, 
technology, and crowdfunding. 



 ARE YOU READY TO FIX IT?

THIS IS YOU RIGHT NOW 



YOU ARE MY DREAM CLIENT*

CONGRATULATIONS!

That’s because it’s easier to get people to like you when you’re not trying 
to sell something, and easier still when you have something great to offer. 

Usarium is an awesome app. I want it now! I was sad to see it isn’t 
available yet. If you can reach the millions of people who already use 
Craigslist, Meetup, eBay, and Etsy, getting them to enjoy your app will be 
simple. Your aesthetics are better and your concept is more fun.

But apps can’t directly interact with customers until they are downloaded. 
Why wait for customers to come to you when you can go to them?

*Seriously. This is my first time making one of these for a potential client. I got really excited. I have so much 
stuff that I wish I could easily lend to people who need it. I want your app to get the attention it deserves.



#ADAPTATION IS KEY :)

THE PLAN 

BASIC TWITTER IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT

◼ Daily tweets, both manually scheduled and 
using HootSuite’s tool for automatically 
scheduling tweets at peak reading times

◼ Engaging in direct conversations with your 
target customers about topics they are 
already talking about

◼ Live tweeting at events that either appeal 
to your target customers or relate to your 
expertise as a mobile app service provider 

Tweets will be fun, useful, informative, amusing, or kind 

I use HooteSuite Pro and Sprout Social to manage accounts

We will discuss who and where this ideal customer is 

No “follow us” messages! Those are creepy

Conferences are great because they already have #hashtags 
being used by attendees and those who couldn’t make it

Local happenings are a great way to tap into the Bay Area’s
plethora of media savvy early adapters, + shows you care

More than just tweeting - I’m your brand ambassador at events. 
I carry and share your business cards, talk to people about Usarium, 
then give you detailed reports on the event and new contacts.

This list is just a start. I want to know what you need from 
your Twitter presence and how you want to be perceived.

I like to design the “voice” of your tweets by emulating people 
and media sources whose personas you want to emulate

Ideally beginning with intensity before launch, then continuing for one month after. My goal is 
to take you to the next level by building such a strong foundation you wont need me anymore. 



Suggested course of action
◼ Visual redesign: profile picture, header, background image, color palette 
◼ Thirty tweets per day, five days a week consisting of original posts, retweets, and conversations
◼ Live tweeting at an all day event large enough to have a trending dedicated hash tag 
◼ Live tweeting at a local evening event that is emotionally important to your target market 

Week 1: Do we like her?

Weeks 2-8: The big push
◼ Forty tweets per day as described Monday through Friday
◼ Forty weekend tweets, mostly pre-selected fun content such as articles and apps to check out
◼ Live tweeting at four all day events large enough to have a trending dedicated hash tag 
◼ Live tweeting at six evening events that are emotionally important to your target market 

And then... We’ll be done. Your ball will be rolling. Someone from your team can maintain the pace 
and respond tweets, or you might consider hiring a public relations agency that can help Usarium get 
written up in blogs and magazines. The greater the initial push, the greater your return on investment.



Where we go from here

◼ Who and where is your target market? What apps and services do they already enjoy?

Do you see the Bay Area as a potential early adopter location?
◼ Are you using other social media platforms that can be synchronized?
◼ How many tweets would you like published every day?
◼ How many events would you like live tweets from each week?
◼ What do you think is missing from my plan?
◼ What is your weekly budget for my services?

  The effectiveness of your Twitter account depends on how much much you are willing to invest in your brand 
identity. The potential is logarithmic, so you wont see much return on just several tweets a day for many months. 
In terms of rates, the more hours per week I am contracted, the less I need to charge. I’m happy to travel as far as 
needed for specific events you want covered. I will not charge for transportation time for events within an hour’s 
driving distance. Here is an online spreadsheet of upcoming Bay Area events that would be great for live tweeting 
http://bit.ly/18xnWkw

If you are interested in working together, email me answers to the following questions at 
cecilymadanes@gmail.com and I will get back to you with a detailed quote. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this guide. Best of luck with Usarium! I can’t wait to see it out. 
Cecily Madanes - cecilymadanes@gmail.com - (858) 349-9757
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